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Abstract: Thiis paper studiess the gas-liquidd flow splitting in T-junction with
w inclined laateral arm. Thee separation meechanism of thee
T-junction is related
r
to the pressure distribuution in the T-juunction. It is sh
hown that the separation
s
efficiiency strongly depends on thee
inclination anggle, when the angle
a
ranges froom 0o to 30o, while
w
not so stro
ongly for angless in the range fr
from 30o to 90o. Increasing thee
number of connnecting tubes is
i helpful for thhe gas-liquid sepparation, and un
nder the presennt test conditionns, with four connecting tubes,,
a good separaation performannce can be achieved. Accorddingly, a multii-tube Y-junction separator w
with four conneecting tubes iss
designed for the
t experimenttal investigationn. A good agreeement between
n the simulatedd and measuredd data shows that
t
there is ann
optimal split ratio to achieve the best perform
mance for the multi-tube
m
Y-jun
nction separatoor.
Key words: Gas-liquid
G
separration, T-junctioon, numerical simulation,
s
splitt ratio


a widely ussed in petroleum
The teee junctions are
and chemicaal industry. When
W
a gas-liquid two-phhase
flow is introoduced into the
t tee juncttions, one alm
most
inevitably sees the phase mal-distribbution, with serious consequuences on thee behavior off the downstrream
equipment. However,
H
thee tee junctionns can serve as a
partial phase separator when
w
this naatural phase malm
distribution is enhanced. As a partial phase separaator,
the tee juncttions have an obvious advaantage in the size.
However, foor a simple tee
t junction, it is difficult to
prevent the liquid emeerging from the lateral arm.
a
w, Saieed et al.[1]
Based on ann extensive litterature review
suggested too explore a combination of
o more than one
tee junctionss for the phasse separation.
A largee number of variables inffluence the phhase
separation at
a the tee juunctions, andd the separaation
mechanism remains an issue to bee studied[2]. The
methods forr studying thee flow splittinng in the T-juunc* Project supported by the
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tion
n can be basiccally divided into three caategories. Forr
the first categoryy, experimenttal laws are used
u
to obtainn
pirical correlaations by fittiing experimeental data[3, 4].
emp
Forr the second category. pphenomenolog
gical modelss
are established[55, 6]. The methhods of thesee two catego-a
unnder particullar operatingg
riess are only applicable
con
nditions and with special tee junction
n geometries..
Theerefore, we have
h
to consider the thiird category::
usin
ng numerical simulations.
f
splittingg
In the preseent study, thee gas-liquid flow
t T-junctionn with inclinned lateral arm
m is numeri-in the
callly simulated to investigate the detailed
d phase mal-disttribution phennomena, focuusing on the effects
e
of thee
incllination anglees and the nuumber of conn
necting tubess
on the
t phase spllit. Based on the numericaal simulationn
resu
ults, a comppact multi-tuube Y-junctio
on separatorr
with
h four conneecting tubes is designed to achieve a
goo
od gas-liquid separation peerformance. To
T verify thee
num
merical model, the experim
mental resultss obtained byy
thiss separation system are ccompared with numericall
sim
mulation resultts.
The Euler--Euler approoach is wid
dely used too
mulate the multiphase
m
floow[7]. In the Euler-Eulerr
sim
app
proach, with a mixture m
model, the co
oncept of thee
slip
p velocity is used to allow
w the phasess to move att
diffferent speeds. The standarrd k -  mod
del is chosenn
to model
m
the turrbulent flow. The diameter of all pipess
in the
t geometriccal model is 0.05 m. A 2.50 m longg
pipee is set beforre the inlet too ensure the full develop--
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ment of the gas-liquid flow. In this study, the air and
the water are used as the working fluids, with physical
properties as follows:  g = 1.21 kg/m3 ,  g = 1.81 

103 mPa  s , l = 998.00 kg/m3 , l = 1.00 mPa  s .
The model inflow boundary is the uniform velocity
inlet. At both outlets, the free outlet boundary is
employed. The near-wall flow is resolved by the
standard wall function.
The inlet, the straight arm, and the lateral arm gas
volume fraction are calculated by

i =

Qgi
Qgi + Qli

, i = 1- 3

have a pressure drop at the lateral arm and a pressure
recovery at the straight arm, to provide centripetal
forces for the fluids to turn into the lateral arm. In the
gas phase, the inertial force is larger than the centripetal force, which makes the gas phase preferentially
flow into the lateral arm. Conversely, it is harder for
the liquid phase to change direction and exit through
the lateral arm than the gas phase.

(1)

where Qgi is the gas flow rate, Qli the liquid flow
rate, and the subscripts 1-3 refer to the inlet, the
straight arm, and the lateral arm.
The split ratio is defined as the ratio of the
mixture flow rate at the lateral arm to that at the inlet
as follows
F3 =

Qg 3 + Ql 3
Qg1 + Ql1

(2)

The superficial velocity of the mixture at the inlet
is calculated according to the standard definition
Um =

Qg1  Ql1
πd 2
4

(3)

where d is the diameter of the tubes.
In order to evaluate the phase separation performance of the T-junction separator, the separation efficiency proposed by Yang et al.[8] is employed as

=

Qg 3
Qg1



Ql 3
Ql1

(4)

Numerical results show that the pressure at the
inlet is higher than that at the lateral arm but lower
than that at the straight arm, because of the deceleration of the fluid while flowing through the T-junction.
Due to the Bernoulli effect, there is a reversible pressure rise at the straight arm and the lateral arm.
Various vortices are produced at the place where the
fluid just enters the lateral arm, to cause a large pressure drop with turbulence and energy losses. Thus, the
irreversible pressure drop at the lateral arm is larger
than the reversible pressure rise. Meanwhile it is
exactly the opposite at the straight arm. Thus we will

Fig. 1 Effect of inclination angles on phase split

In order to investigate the effect of the inclination
angles ( ) on the phase split, the gas-liquid separation behavior in different connecting structures in the
angle range of 0o <  < 90o is simulated. Numerical
results show that the flow of the gas-liquid mixture in
the lateral arm is an approximately stratified flow for
small inclination angles. With the increase of the
inclination angle, the flow of the gas-liquid mixture in
the lateral arm becomes a homogeneous flow. The
reason is that the lateral arm is similar to a horizontal
tube when the inclination angle is small. With the
effect of gravity, the liquid subsides to the bottom of
the tube while the gas rises to the top of the tube. The
angle between the gravity and flow directions of the
gas-liquid mixture will increase with the increase of
the inclination angle, which will result in a reversed
flow and strengthen the flow instability. Figure 1
shows the effect of the inclination angles on the phase
split. It can be seen that the inclination angles have
little impact on the phase split in the range of 30o <
 < 90o . However, the phase split is quite sensitive to
the change of the inclination angles in the range of
0o <  < 30o . This phenomenon can be explained
through the intersecting lines. When the inclination
angle is 0o , the gravity has little effect on the flow
direction of each phase. When the inclination angle is
more than 0o , the gravity effect will prevent the
liquid from flowing into the lateral arm. Meanwhile,
the intersecting line of the T-junction is long when the
inclination angle is small. So the gas on the top of the
tube has more chance to flow into the lateral arm,
namely, the separation efficiency is promoted. But the
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lengths of the intersecting lines are basically the same
in the range of 30o <  < 90o , thus the separation performance is also similar. In order to avoid the sensitive interval, an inclination angle of 60o is chosen in
the following study.

Y-junction separator with four connecting tubes is
designed for the experimental investigation. The angle
between the straight arm and the lateral arm is 60o ,
and the pipe diameter is 0.05 m. A schematic diagram
of the flow loop is illustrated in Fig. 3. The air is
drawn from the air compressor and metered by a calibrated rotameter while the water is pumped from the
water tank and metered by a calibrated turbine flowmeter. Then the air and the water are mixed by a
simple mixing tee. After separation through the multitube Y-junction separator, the gas fraction and the
mixture flowrate at both outlets are metered by
Coriolis mass flowmeters.

Fig. 2 Effect of the number of connecting tubes on the phase
split

Fig. 4 Comparison between numerical and experimental results

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the flow loop

Figure 2 shows the effect of the number of connecting tubes on the phase split. It can be seen that the
greater the number of connecting tubes (n) is, the
better the separator performs. The number of Y-junctions will increase with the increase of the number of
connecting tubes. We will see the phase mal-distribution, when the gas-liquid mixture flows through each
Y-junction. At the same time, with more connecting
tubes, we will have more space. The velocity of the
gas-liquid mixture decreases, thus the residence time
in the multi-tube Y-junction separator will increase, so
the gas will have more chance to separate from the
liquid. Therefore, better separation performance can
be achieved if the number of connecting tubes increases. However, with more connecting tubes, the
structural characteristics of the pipeline type separator
are bound to be lost. Besides, it can be seen in Fig. 2
that the multi-tube Y-junction separator performs very
well when the number of connecting tubes reaches
four under the present test conditions. Namely, there
are still exchange of mass, momentum and energy
between the straight arm and the lateral arm at the
third connecting tubes. After the third connecting
tubes, the flow becomes basically steady.
Based on the above research results, a multi-tube

Fig. 5 Effect of split ratio on separation efficiency

In the numerical simulation, the flow rates, the
physical properties and the boundary conditions are
set according to the practical experimental conditions.
The numerical simulation results of the multi-tube
Y-junction separator with four connecting tubes are
compared with the corresponding experimental results
(Fig. 4). In run #1, the mixture velocity (U m ) is 0.64
m/s and the gas fraction (1 ) is 0.26. In run #2,
U m = 1.15 m/s and 1 = 0.30 . It can be seen that the
prediction results of the numerical simulation are in a
good agreement with the experimental measurements.
Therefore, the model used in this study is adequate to
predict the gas-liquid separation behavior in the multi-
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tube Y-junction separator with several connecting tubes,
which is helpful to design the tube separator for practical applications in industry.

will carry more liquid into the lateral arm. At the same
time, the residence time of the liquid at the gathering
tube will decrease, which makes it more difficult for
the liquid to fall into the straight arm. This process
will lead an amount of the liquid to exit with the gas
stream from the lateral arm and an amount of the pure
water to emerge from the straight arm.
A numerical and experimental investigation of
the gas-liquid flow splitting with inclined lateral arm
is conducted. The separation mechanism of the Tjunction is studied by numerical simulations. A
balance between the inertial force and the centripetal
force is found to determine the direction of the gas
and liquid two phase flow. The simulation results
show that the separation efficiency strongly depends
on the inclination angle for angles ranging from 0o
to 30o , while not so strongly for angles ranging from
30o to 90o . The multi-tube Y-junction separator performs better with the increase of the number of connecting tubes. Under the present test conditions, the
multi-tube Y-junction separator performs very well
when the number of connecting tubes reaches four.
Experimental and numerical results show that there is
an optimal split ratio for the best performance of the
multitube Y-junction separator.
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